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Abstract:
In the presented paper we have estimated additional to the Standard Model (SM)
contributions to Bs(d)→γγ decays in the framework of the model with one extra
dimension. Estimate of performed calculations shows that it is possible to reach the
difference from SM by ~30%.

Success of the Standard Model (SM) do not weaken theoretical arguments in favour of New
Physics (NP), which is aticipated at TeV scale. The task to find and identify NP seems to us to be
as a most important challenge for High Energy Physics. In spite of successes of SM of particle
physics and SM of cosmology (based on traditional theory of General Relativity), there are
profound experimental and theoretical reasons to suppose that both are incomplete. For example,
the small but nonvanishing neutrino masses and small but nonvanishing value for cosmological
constant as well as the presence of dark matter, dark energy and baryon asymmetry of the Universe
hint from the experimental point of view to this opinion. Theoretical problems include hierarchy
problem, supersymmetry breaking, replication of fermion generations and highly hierarchical
structure of fermion mass matrixes, CP − conservation in QCD etc.
Very important are questions on : how to identify the manifestation of NP and how to give
the preference to some special kind of SM expansion. As a most promissing extentions of the SM
are considered SUSY extentions, based on the idea of supersymmetry [1-4] and approaches with
large extra dimensions [5-9], though there are also more radical ways beyond SM [10, 11].
In the framework of extra dimensional models with fundamental gravity scale around ~TeV
the NP is expected to manifest itself around this scale. As soon as indicated scale will be tested, for
example at LHC energies, NP must manifest itself. The question is only in which form it manifests
itself. The most direct way to manifest and analyze experimental patterns of NP could consist in the
direct production of the new particles like supersymmetric or Kaluza-Klein (KK) resonances.
Another possibility consists in indirect manifestation of the effects beyond SM. Beyond SM effects
could manifest themselves in the rare decays through the various loop effects before showing
themselves in the direct production processes. Importance of such a possibility is hard to be
overestimated. To differ various NP scenarios, we are in need to investigate their influence on the
flavordynamics.
In this paper we have estimated additional to the SM contribution in the Appelquist-ChangDobresku (ACD) model with one extra spatial dimension in the B s (d ) → γγ - decays, taking in the
account QCD correction as well (recently we have investigated [12-14] the same decays in the ACD
model of Universal Extra Dimensions [9], without having in mind QCD corrections).
This process is a part of the flavor physics, where also breakthroughs in the NP directions are
anticipated with starting the LHC operation recently. Maybe this processes will more important
after constructing and operating in the post LHC-era, when SuperB factory(ies) [15] will
thoroughly prolong investigations of LHC samples of flavor physics for NP, presumably founded at
LHC. This samples of NP will be subjected more profound understanding just in the post LHC –era
at SuperB.
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Remarkable feature of universal type of extra dimensional models is the preservation of so
called KK- parity, which results in the absence tree level Kaluza-Klein contributions into processes,
which take place at scales μ << 1 / r . Here r is the compactification radii for the extra dimension. In
a certain sense the KK-parity conservation is like to preservation of R-parity in supersymmetric
theories.
In particular, conservation of KK-parity prohibits single production of zero KK-modes in the
processes of interaction for “usual” particles. From this point of view the flavor change neutral
current (FCNC) inspired processes like ( K 0 − K 0 , B 0 − B 0 ), rare B− and K−decays or radiative
decays in the quark or lepton sectors are most interesting because they are kind of processes which
(not having their tree level analogues) first arise in the SM at one loop level. Hence they are
strongly suppressed.
Some authors [12-14, 16-26] have calculated Bs (d ) → γγ decay without taking into account QCD
corrections. The first theoretical analysis of this type was the famous paper [16] of M.K. Gaillard
and B.W. Lee, who considered K S , L → γγ . In the one loop approximation (where this decays first
arise in the perturbation theory) up-quark and W-boson exchanges in the loop are responsible for
the process. Concerning the Bs (d ) → γγ , branching ratios in the SM are Br ( Bs ,d → γγ ) ~ 10 −7 (9) .
What about experimental estimates, we have [27]
Br ( B s → γγ ) < 8.7 × 10 −6

(1)

−7

Br ( Bd → γγ ) < 6.2 × 10
(2)
Typical feature for these decays is a clean experimental signature. In addition they are of special
interest because these decays could provide us with important test for QCD dynamics in
B − decays. B → γγ decay modes realize exceptional situation of the nontrivial QCD dynamics,
connected with the decaying B , having in mind completely hadronless final states and simple two
body kinematics. As far as theoretical expectations for branching ratios for the discussed processes
are (roughly) 1-2 orders lower then it is indicated by experimental estimates (1) and (2) and for the
reason that NP contributions are strongly restricted by the measurements of b → sγ transitions,
maybe it is more expectable the enhancement of NP contributions beyond SM in Bd → γγ , then in
Bs → γγ . As it was mentioned earlier, Bs (d ) → γγ -decays in the ACD model of universal extra
dimension were considered in the paper [12-14] without accounting of QCD contributions.
Double photon decays of the neutral B − mesons are induced in the SM by quark transitions
b → sγγ . In these transitions up quarks and W − bosons are running in the loop. As concerning
ACD model, KK-towers of up quarks and W − bosons run in the loop. In addition the contributions
±
into b → sγγ transitions give towers of scalar particles ( a (n± ) , G(n ) ) (see fig.1 and fig.2).

Fig.1 The diagrams, corresponding to “full” ACD model with only additional dimension for the
±
process B s (d ) → γγ . KK-modes of up quarks (solid lines inside the loop) and G(n ) , a (n± ) , W(n ) particles (dashed lines in the loop) are running in the loop; photons are emitted from any charged
particle.
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Fig.2 Diagrams, corresponding to the “effective theory” for B s (d ) → γγ process.
The general form for the amplitude B s (d ) → γγ is as follows:
T ( B → γγ ) = ε 1μ (k1 ) ε ν2 (k 2 )[ Ag μν + iBε μναβ k1α k 2β ] ,

(3)

where, the scalar functions A( B ) are CP − even (odd) amplitudes for this process.
Using (3), it is straightforward to get expression for decay width
1 ⎡ 2 1 4 2⎤
4 A + MB B ⎥
Γ( B → γγ ) =
32πM B ⎢⎣
2
⎦
Having in mind the unitarity of the CKM matrix, we can rewrite expressions for A and B as:
A = ∑ λi Ai = λt { At − Ac } + λu { Au − Ac } ,

(4)

i = u , c ,t

B=

∑λ B

i = u , c ,t

i

i

= λ t { B t − B c } + λ u { Bu − B c }

(5)

Where λi = Vis ( d )Vib* ( Vij are elements of the CKM-matrix).
2

Let us note that we are restricted ourselves, calculating in the leading ~ 1 / M W order of the up
quark tower contributions. In this approximation the contributions of u(n ) - and c(n ) - towers are
equal. Hence, we have simply:
(6)
A = λt ( At ( n ) − Ac ( n ) ) , B = λt ( Bt ( n ) − Bc ( n ) )
To take into account QCD corrections it is comfortable to use effective Hamiltonian /28/. In the
leading (1/mw2) order it is sufficient to use effective Hamiltonian of the single photon decay of the
b − quark to evoke all the terms corresponding to double radiative b-quark decay /29-31/. In its turn,
the effective Hamiltonian for the inclusive bÆsγ process has the following form:
8
G
(7)
H eff (b → sγ ) = − F Vts*Vtb ∑ C i ( μ )Oi ( μ )
2
i =1
where C i are Wilson coefficients and Oi - corresponding local operators /28/.
In the framework of so called full ACD theory, where we have done our previous
calculations /12-14/, this time we made matching procedure and extracted as a result analytical
expression for Wilson coefficient C 7 ( M W ) . The diagrams, corresponding to the full version of the
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ACD model are presented in the fig.1 while the diagrams corresponding to effective Hamiltonian
for the double radiative process are shown on the fig.2 (the fat points in the diagrams a) and b)
denote insertion of the O7 -operator. In the diagram c) the same fat point denotes that instead it
should be inserted operators O1, 2,..., 6 ). Let us note that in the ACD model irreducible diagrams do not

1
order (this happens by the reason that typical
2
MW
masses for the Kaluza-Klein towers are much greater than the mass of the W-boson and the
diagrams of the type Gaillard and Lee /16/ are absent in the ACD model. That is why only C7 is
modified in the ACD model. So, analytical expression for
C7 , ACD ( M W ) has the form:
contribute into double radiative B-decays in the

1
( F ( xt ( n ) ) − F ( xc ( n ) ))
12
⎛
mi mi ( n )
mb m s ( d ) n 2
mi2
3
⎜
F ( xi ( n ) ) = F2 ( xi ( n ) ) − 12
s
c
f
(
x
)
−
f
(
x
)
1
+
−
2
i ( n) i (n) 1
i(n)
i(n) ⎜
2
2
2
M W2
M W2 ( n ) R 2 M W2
⎝ MW
C7 , ACD = −

(8)
⎞
⎟
⎟
⎠

Where F2 ( x) is the Inami-Lim function /31/

F2 ( x) =

− 5 x 2 + 8 x − 3 + 2(3x − 2) ln x
3x 3 − 2 x 2
7 x − 5x 2 − 8x 3
ln
x
+
f
(
x
)
=
,
,
1
4( x − 1) 4
24( x − 1) 3
6(1 − x )3

f 2 ( x) =

− 2 x 3 − 3x 2 + 6 x − 1 + 6 x 2 ln x
12(1 − x)

4

, xi ( n ) = mi2( n ) / M W2 ( n ) .

(9)

Using expression for Wilson coefficient C7 ( μW ) on the scale μW for ACD model (see (8))
it is possible to get for C7 ( μ b ), which is more relevant for the discussed decay B s (d ) → γγ via
renormalization group equation the following expression/33/:
16
23

⎛ α (μ ) ⎞
C 7 ( μ b ) ≈ ⎜⎜ s W ⎟⎟ C 7 ( μW ) − 0.158
(10)
⎝ α s (μ b ) ⎠
With help of (10) we can numerically estimate Wilson coefficient C7 on the scale μ b . All necessary
experimental data we need for this purposes are taken in /27/. As a result, we have C7 ( μb ) = −0.245
(in frame of the SM one has C7 ,SM ( μ b ) = −0.3 ).
Through direct calculation we obtain for A and B :
mb3 M W2
2α
A = −i
f B GF
λt C7 ,
(11)
ms ( d ) M W2 ( n )
6π

mb M W2
2α
f B GF
λt C7 .
ms ( d ) M W2 ( n )
3π
We already are ready to compare ACD contribution with those of SM one, using (8)-(11).
The amplitudes A and B in frame of SM have following form [29-31]:
m
m3
2
2
ASM = (0.3)i
αf B GF λt b , BSM = (0.44)i
αf B GF λt b
6π
ms ( d )
3π
ms ( d )
B = −i

(12)

Numerical analysis shows that in case of Bs -meson decay we can reach the difference from SM
~ 30% (1/R~250 GeV). With decreasing of the compactification radii the ACD contribution for the
partial width for B - double radiative decay decreases sharply and becomes less than 5% at
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1/R~1000 GeV. Various calculations show /33,34/ that the impact of universal extra dimensions on
the wide class of flavour changing neutral current inspired phenomena is caused by different
mechanisms such as changes in the Inami-Lim /32/ functions via pure Kaluza-Klein contributions,
modifications of unitary triangles in the ACD model, and so on. In addition QCD corrections
influence these mechanisms and hence the physical observables. The analysis of refs./33,34/ has
demonstrated that some processes are enhanced and others are suppressed comparing to the SM as a
result of combined analysis.

Conclusion
In this paper we have discussed one of the ways on the theoretical road for manifestation of NP
in the B − sector, particularly, in the double radiative B-decays. Experimental success of SM is very
expressive in the last decades after its acknowledgement. At least we know only experimental
derivation from “standard thinking” due to discovery of small finite (but nonzero) neutrino masses
in the various neutrino oscillation experiments. Therefore it is important to know how numerous
and at which confidence level will be realized intervention of any kind of new physics (NP) beyond
SM in all sectors of the knowledge of high energy physics.
Flavor changing neutral current inspired rare processes belong to the class of processes which are
especially sensitive to abovementioned intervention. As for B − meson double radiative decays, due
to their clean experimental signature and having in mind that the difference among experimental
and theoretical SM estimates for Bs (d ) → γγ is around 1-2 orders consequently, then in case of
experimental observation of a few events with these decays, for example at LHCb (what is not
excluded) and all the more in case of intensive investigation at SuperB (probably already founded
that time on LHCb samples ) opens the possibility for abovementioned NP intervention. Let us note
that following to our estimations in the ACD model the derivation from SM predictions for the BR
( Bs → γγ ) could be ~30%. The papers [33, 34] also indicate on the enhancement of some processes
like K L → π 0 e + e − , K + → π +ν ν , K L → π 0ν ν , B → X d ( s )ν ν ,
K L → μ + μ − , Bd ( s ) → μ + μ − , B → X s μ + μ − relatively to SM in the ACD model, while other
transitions ( B → X s γ , B → X s g ) could be decreased.
The work is performed partly due to financial support of ISTC grant # G1458 and GNSF grants #
GNSF/ST07/4-185 & GNSF/ST08/4-421. Authors express their gratitude to I. Antoniadis, I.Bigi,
C. Greub, G.Dvali, G. Hiller, U. Meissner, A. Rusetsky and G.G. Volkov for the discussions and
support.
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